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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: In early stages, the consequences of innovations are often unknown or deeply uncertain, which complicates early
health economic modeling (EHEM). The field of decision making under deep uncertainty uses exploratory modeling (EM) in
situations when the systemmodel, input probabilities/distributions, and consequences are unknown or debated. Our aimwas
to evaluate the use of EM for early evaluation of health technologies.

Methods: We applied EM and EHEM to an early evaluation of minimally invasive endoscopy-guided surgery (MIS) for acute
intracerebral hemorrhage and compared these models to derive differences, merits, and drawbacks of EM.

Results: EHEM and EM differ fundamentally in how uncertainty is handled. Where in EHEM the focus is on the value of tech-
nology, while accounting for the uncertainty, EM focuses on the uncertainty. EM aims to find robust strategies, which give
relatively good outcomes over a wide range of plausible futures. This was reflected in our case study. EHEM provided cost-
effectiveness thresholds for MIS effectiveness, assuming fixed MIS costs. EM showed that a policy with a population in which
most patients had severe intracerebral hemorrhage was most robust, regardless of MIS effectiveness, complications, and costs.

Conclusions: EHEM and EM were found to complement each other. EM seems most suited in the very early phases of
innovation to explore existing uncertainty and many potential strategies. EHEM seems most useful to optimize promising
strategies, yet EM methods are complex and might only add value when stakeholders are willing to consider multiple so-
lutions to a problem and adopt flexible research and adoption strategies.

Keywords: decision making under deep uncertainty, early health technology assessment, health economic modeling,
uncertainty.
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Introduction

Healthcare technologies are increasingly evaluated in early
stages of development.1 Health economic modeling has a promi-
nent, exploratory role in these early health technology assess-
ments (HTAs).2 Modeling is used to explore gaps in current clinical
practice and circumstances under which the innovation has added
value.1 These explorations can subsequently guide further devel-
opment of the innovation and inform research. This is appealing,
given that large investments have not yet been made in these
early stages of innovation and the opportunity to steer the
development of an innovation in a way that it adds most value to
patients and users is still there.3-7

Traditionally, methods for standard health economic modeling
have been applied to early health economic modeling (EHEM),
mostly using assumptions to deal with the unknown model pa-
rameters and distributions (eg, unknown innovation effectiveness,
target population, and costs).8 Nevertheless, these assumptions do
not necessarily represent the true uncertainty and limit the
15/Copyright ª 2022, International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Ou
he CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
exploratory function of EHEM. This could lead to a false sense of
confidence, which might subsequently not accurately inform
research and development decisions.9-12 There is an increasing
need to move away from this approach. Nevertheless, proper
methods that are able to deal with parameter and structural un-
certainties caused by the many unknown and uncertain factors
often present in the earliest stages of innovation are lacking.

In contrast, the field of “decision making under deep uncer-
tainty (DMDU)” uses exploratory modeling (EM) approaches to
help decision makers make sound decisions in states of deep
uncertainty.13 A situation is deemed deeply uncertain when
stakeholders do not know, or cannot agree on, the system model,
the probability distributions to place over the inputs to these
models, which consequences to consider, and their relative
importance. DMDU systematically challenges assumptions, seeks
for the set of conditions that represent desirable functioning of the
system, and pursues robust and adaptive strategies instead of
optimal, fixed strategies.14 Such an approach seems useful for
early HTA, where, compared with traditional HTA, data are
tcomes Research, Inc. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article
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generally limited or absent. Therefore, this study aimed to use EM
methods and explore whether and how they can enhance the
early evaluation of health technologies. To that end, we applied
EM methods on a case study of minimally invasive endoscopy-
guided surgery (MIS) in patients with intracerebral hemorrhage
(ICH), for which we previously conducted a “traditional” EHEM
study. We first explain the case study and then summarize the
methods and results of our traditional EHEM study, followed by
the methods and results of EM. In the last section, we compare
and discuss our findings.
Case Study

ICH is the deadliest stroke subtype with a 30-day case fatality
of 40%.15,16 Of patients surviving, only a few gain indepen-
dence.16,17 Prognosis has not improved over the past decades.16,18

Despite many attempts, there are no medical or surgical treat-
ments with any proven benefit besides stroke unit care and
possibly early control of elevated blood pressure.19-21 Theoreti-
cally, surgical removal of the hemorrhage could relieve pressure
on surrounding structures, which might subsequently reduce
symptoms.22 That is why currently a research strategy is being set
up to study minimally invasive endoscopy-guided treatment early
after symptom onset.23 The first stages of this innovation process
are characterized by deep uncertainty,13 given that stakeholders
do not know (or at least disagree) whether MIS will be effective or
not, in how many patients, and to what extent. Additionally, they
do not know (or disagree) whether it could cause any extra harm
to patients and what the probabilities and consequences of harm
are. In addition, stakeholders do not know which patients might
have benefit from MIS and what outcomes should be studied. This
results in deep uncertainty regarding MIS effectiveness, MIS costs,
MIS population, and MIS complications, for which data are
currently unavailable.
Traditional EHEM Study

Specifying the Model

In our EHEM study, we aimed to assess the conditions that
need to be met to reach potential cost-effectiveness of MIS
compared with usual care.24 Therefore, we developed a Markov
state-transition model with 7 health states that represented
functional outcome after ICH based on the modified Rankin Scale
(mRS) score (Appendix Fig. 1 in Supplemental Materials found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012).25 The mRS is a widely
used functional outcome assessment scale, which ranges from
0 (no symptoms) to 6 (death). An mRS score of 3 indicates mod-
erate disability where the patient requires some help but is able to
walk unassisted whereas an mRS score of 5 indicates severe
disability where the patient requires constant nursing care and
attention and is bedridden and incontinent.26 Input parameters
related to current care were well studied and can be found in
Appendix Tables 1 to 4 in Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012. Model outcomes were quality-
adjusted life-years and direct healthcare costs over a lifetime
horizon.

Consequences of MIS for different patient populations were
explored using 3 patient cohorts that had varying age of onset and
severity of ICH. Effectiveness of MIS was modeled as the per-
centage of patients who improved from a bad functional outcome
(mRS 4-6) to a good functional outcome (mRS of 0-3). We used
11% improvement as a base case example, based on expert
opinion. Costs of MIS were assumed to be V10 000 in our base
case, based on expert opinion. No information about complica-
tions was available, and given that we aimed to determine the
minimal conditions for MIS to be cost-effective, we assumed there
were no complications.

Analyses and Results

We conducted 4 types of analyses, threshold analysis, two-way
sensitivity analysis, scenario analysis, and probabilistic sensitivity
analysis, for 3 patient populations with varying age and severity of
ICH. We found that MIS had the potential to be cost-effective in
our threshold analyses, even with relatively low effectiveness.
Assuming V10 000 of surgical costs, MIS would become cost-
effective when at least 0.7% (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.5%-
0.9%) to 1.3% (95% CI 1.2%-1.5%) of mRS 4 to 6 patients improve to
mRS 0 to 3 due to MIS compared with usual care, depending on
the population characteristics. When 11% of patients improve to
mRS 0 to 3, surgical costs may be up to V83301 (95% CI V71633-
V93496) to V164382(95% CI V120973-V203160). Two-way
sensitivity analyses showed that the cost-effectiveness of MIS
was mainly driven by its effectiveness. Scenario analysis showed
that MIS needed to be more effective to be cost-effective in lower
mRS states compared with higher mRS states. Probabilistic
sensitivity analysis included all parameters related to current ICH
care; MIS parameters were incorporated as fixed values. All
abovementioned analyses were based on probabilistic results.
EM Methods

DMDU is a relatively new field of research and is typically
involved in decision making related to the consequences of climate
change, long-term mobility planning, the planning of mega pro-
jects, or large disrupting events such as COVID-19.13,27,28 Besides
COVID-19, few examples of DMDU in healthcare are available.29 We
applied DMDU EM to determine under which conditions the MIS
model produces (un)desirable cost-effectiveness outcomes and to
seek for robust MIS policies.30 Robust policies perform well (in this
case: are cost-effective), compared with the alternatives, over a
wide range of plausible futures. There are 4 main differences be-
tween EM and traditional methods in health economic modeling.
First, where traditional modeling methods aim to predict cost-
effectiveness, EM aims to explore circumstances under which the
system (in this case the ICH care pathway) produces desirable
outcomes. Second, to influence the system’s behavior, EM regards
certain input parameters as policy levers (“control knobs” of the
system) to create many potential policies, instead of evaluating 1
fixed strategy. Third, EM avoids making assumptions, by exploring a
very large ensemble of plausible inputs by randomly sampling from
uniform distributions ranging from 0 to 1 for input parameters.
Finally, EM seeks for robust policies that perform well over a range
of scenarios, instead of maximizing incremental net monetary
benefit (iNMB) (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

Specifying the Model

The situation explained in the case study was a situation of
deep uncertainty, given that we, and consulted stakeholders, had
difficulties defining the system model and most input probabili-
ties and probability distributions related to MIS were unknown.
EM typically uses models that evaluate the entire system (eg, all
factors related to ICH care, such as consequences for hospital bed
capacities and nursing home facilities). We used an adapted
version of the abovementioned state-transition model that has a
more narrow scope, to facilitate the comparison of outcomes be-
tween methods. Deeply uncertain factors in our model comprised

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
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Table 1. Overview of differences between traditional EHEM and DMDU EM for the ICH case study.

Features Traditional EHEM DMDU EM Comparison

Aim

To assess the conditions that need to be
met to reach potential cost-effectiveness
of MIS in comparison with usual care.

To determine under what conditions the
MIS model produces (un)desirable cost-
effectiveness outcomes and seek robust
MIS policies. Robust policies perform well,
compared with the alternatives, over a
wide range of plausible futures.

EM has a system focus, whereas EHEM
has a technology focus. Therefore, EM
seeks for conditions that represent
desirable functioning of the system (ie, the
healthcare pathway), whereas EHEM tries
to find the conditions under which the
technology produces desirable outcomes.

EM aims for robust policies, whereas
EHEM aims for cost-effective strategies.
In this way, studying uncertainty is the
main focus of EM, whereas EHEM focuses
on expected or potential cost-
effectiveness, under conditions of
uncertainty.

Model structure

State-transition model
Seven health states represented
functional outcome after ICH: mRS0 (no
symptoms) to mRS6 (death).
Lifetime horizon, with 3 monthly cycles in
the first year and yearly cycles thereafter.

Decision tree + state-transition model
The system was modeled using the same
state-transition model as in the traditional
modeling study, and a decision tree was
added for more flexible modeling of MIS
effectiveness and complications.

To use a model for EM, the model
structure should be flexible to allow for
many policies and scenarios to be
explored. EM typically takes a broader
scope in their models (eg, the entire care
system) and uses different model types
(eg, system dynamics models).

Input parameters

See Appendix Tables 1-4 in Supplemental
Materials found at https://dx.doi.org/10.1
016/j.jval.2022.08.012 for a detailed
overview of input parameters.

See Appendix Tables 1-4 in Supplemental
Materials found at https://dx.doi.org/10.1
016/j.jval.2022.08.012 for a detailed
overview of input parameters.

EM divides input parameters into
uncertainties and policy levers. The
effectiveness of MIS, chance of
complications, and costs of MIS were
regarded as deep uncertainties. The target
population and treatment policy were
regarded policy levers. Due to limitations
in the EMA workbench, it was not possible
to include distributions for well-studied
parameters. Ideally, these should be
included.

Dividing input parameters in policy
levers and uncertainties allows for the
evaluation of many new policies,
instead of 1 fixed strategy.

Patient population

Three patient populations who had
varying age and severity of ICH were
modeled.

Patient population was regarded a policy
lever, meaning that this can be influenced
by decision makers to steer the system
toward more desirable functioning.
Therefore, no assumptions regarding the
initial distribution over the mRS0 to mRS6
health states were made. Instead, uniform
distributions ranging from 0.00 to 1.00
were assigned to all 7 parameters. In
addition, 3 treatment policies were
modeled, where surgery was offered to (1)
all patients, (2) only mRS0 to 3, or (3) only
mRS 4 to 6.

Transition
probabilities

Current strategy After ICH, patients transit to 1 of the 7 mRS
scores. In the first year after ICH, patients
could change health states, after the first
year the mRS score was assumed to be
stable for the remaining lifetime. Patients
had a probability to die of natural causes
or causes related to their ICH.
Transition probabilities related to current
care were well studied; therefore, point
estimates and probability distributions
were derived from literature.

Transition probabilities related to current
care were well studied and therefore the
same as in the traditional modeling study.
We modeled all well-studied parameters
as fixed values, given that beta
distributions were not available in the EMA
workbench.

continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Features Traditional EHEM DMDU EM Comparison

New strategy Transition probabilities related to the new
strategy, that is, effectiveness of MIS and
chance of complications, were unknown.
Therefore, the effectiveness of MIS was
assumed to be an absolute improvement
in mRS 0 to 3 for patients treated with MIS
compared with usual care, using 11% as
base case example for cost threshold
analysis. Complications were not
incorporated in the model.

The effectiveness of MIS and chance of
complications were regarded as
uncertainties. Effectiveness was modeled
via 2 parameters. First, the percentage of
the population who benefits from MIS was
modeled as a uniform distribution ranging
from 0.00 to 1.00. Second, the degree of
improvement was modeled as the number
of mRS states that patients improved,
which ranged from 1 to 6. We modeled the
chance of complications as a uniform
distribution between 0.00 and 1.00. As a
consequence of the complication, the
effectiveness of MIS was negated and
functional outcome worsened by 1 mRS
state.

Effects

Effectiveness was measured in QALYs.
QALYs were well studied; therefore, point
estimates and related beta distributions
were derived from literature.

QALYs were well studied and were
therefore the same. They were modeled
as fixed values.

Costs

Costs of MIS were assumed to be €10000
as base case for the MIS effectiveness
threshold analysis. Costs related to ICH
care were well studied; therefore, point
estimates and associated gamma
distributions were derived from literature
and our own patient cohort.

Costs of MIS were unknown; therefore, a
uniform distribution was applied ranging
from €0 to €50000 surgical costs. Costs
related to ICH care were well studied and
were therefore the same. They were
modeled as fixed values.

Outcome parameters

Incremental effectiveness, incremental
costs, and the incremental net monetary
benefit were used as outcome
parameters.

Outcome parameters were the same.

Analyses

Threshold analysis was used to determine
the minimal effectiveness and maximum
cost of MIS to be cost-effective, using the
assumptions above as base case scenario.

Two-way sensitivity analysis to determine
which strategy is cost-effective at each
combination of cost and effect.

A combination of scenario and threshold
analysis was used to determine the
minimal effectiveness of MIS for each
health state, for example, how effective
should MIS be if it were only effective in
bringing mRS5 patients to mRS4.

All abovementioned analyses were based
on the results of a probabilistic sensitivity
analysis with 5000 simulations.

All analyses were performed for all 3
patient populations.

First, we generated policy options and
states of the world. By randomly sampling
policy levers and uncertainties, we
respectively created 1000 scenarios and
1000 policies to evaluate.

Next, vulnerability analysis was used to
explore which input parameters (policy
levers and uncertainties) drive the system
into desirable outcomes, that is, a positive
iNMB. Using feature scoring, we studied
the influence of the input parameters on
the outcome parameters. Next, the PRIM
algorithm was used to obtain specific
parameters, parameter threshold values,
and accuracy measures.

Finally, we searched for robust policies,
that is, policies that perform well (that is,
have a positive iNMB), compared with the
alternatives, over a wide range of
scenarios. By using our set of 1000
random policies and stress testing them
over the scenarios, we identified the
policies that resulted in positive iNMB in .
95% of all samples. The policy levers of the
5 policies with the highest robustness
were examined in closer detail.

EHEM often uses a base case scenario
from which conditions under which the
new strategy is cost-effective are explored.
A few important assumptions need to be
selected for further analysis, as analyses
quickly become intangible.

In EM, there is no base case scenario;
instead, it starts with many policies
and scenarios. Then, the conditions
under which the system drives into (un)
desirable outcomes are explored.

The threshold, two-way sensitivity
analysis, and scenario analysis were based
on probabilistic results, but still
underestimate uncertainty due to fixed
assumptions.

EM in the EMA workbench underestimates
uncertainty in well-studied parameters,
given that distributions other than the
uniform are currently not supported.

DMDU indicates decision making under deep uncertainty; EHEM, early health economic modeling; EM, exploratory modeling; EMA, EM and analysis; ICH, intracerebral
hemorrhage; iNMB, incremental net monetary benefit; MIS, minimally invasive endoscopy-guided surgery; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; PRIM, patient rule induction
method; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.
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Figure 1. Overview of model development in traditional early health economic modeling and DMDU EM. *In general, more flexible
models are needed for DMDU EM. Adding a decision tree is not always necessary, but was helpful for our case study. This combination of
decision tree and state-transition model could also be used in traditional early health economic modeling.
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MIS effectiveness, consequences of complications, which patient
populations to consider, and MIS costs.

When specifying the model, EM specifies the system model,
inputs, and outputs. Input parameters are divided into 2 categories:
uncertainties (eg, safety, costs, and effectiveness of MIS) and policy
levers (eg, the population that receives MIS). Policy levers are pa-
rameters that can be influenced by decision makers to steer the
system toward more desirable outcomes. In our case, a decision tree
was added to the already existing state-transition model to allow
for more policies and uncertainties to be explored (Appendix Fig. 2
in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2
022.08.012). Input parameters related to current care were well
studied and therefore remained the same as in the traditional
modeling study, although we implemented these as fixed values
given that distributions other than the uniform distribution were
not supported by the EM and analysis (EMA) workbench. Outcome
parameters were also identical, that is, incremental costs, incre-
mental effectiveness, and iNMB.

Although in traditional EHEM studies specific assumptions are
made about deeply uncertain input parameters, EM considers a
very large ensemble of plausible assumptions. Therefore, MIS
effectiveness was modeled via 2 parameters. First, the percentage
of the population who benefits from MIS was modeled, using as-
sumptions ranging from 0% to 100%. Second, the degree of
improvement was modeled as the number of mRS states that
patients improved after MIS, which ranged from 1 to 6 (every
possible mRS state). We modeled the chance of complications,
ranging from 0% to 100%. As a consequence of the complication,
the effectiveness of MIS was negated, and functional outcome
would worsen by 1 mRS state.

Analyses and Results

To conduct EM, the EMA workbench was used, which provides
support for performing DMDU EMwith models developed in various
modeling packages and environments.30 We show the key features of
EM that may be useful for early HTA: generation of policy options and
states of the world, vulnerability analysis, and robustness search.

Generation of policy options and states of the world
First, we simultaneously explored uncertainties and policy le-

vers to see how they jointly affected the outcomes. By randomly
sampling uncertainties and policy levers, we respectively created
scenarios (often called simulations in health economic modeling)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012


Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness plane displaying the results of 4 randomly selected policies in the EM approach. Each policy was evaluated
over the same 1000 scenarios. The blue line indicates the willingness to pay threshold of V80000 per QALY. The policies (in different
colors) differ in terms of patient population and which patients undergo surgery. The dark blue policy is relatively insensitive to
uncertainty compared with the other strategies. Compared with the other policies, where all patients or only patients in mRS states 0 to 3
receive surgery, the blue policy offers surgery to patients with mRS states 4 to 6 only.

EM indicates exploratory modeling; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.
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and policies (often called strategies in health economic
modeling). Using Latin hypercube sampling (Appendix in
Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2
022.08.012 for further information), 1000 policies were gener-
ated, which were evaluated over 1000 scenarios. This set was
used for all analyses.
Figure 3. EM: feature scoring plot. This plot shows the relative influ
outcomes (displayed on the x axis). Blue colors indicate low influence
relate to the proportion of patients in that particular health state, an
population (ie, only low mRS states, only high mRS states, or all patie

EM indicates exploratory modeling; IC, incremental cost; IE, incremental effectivenes
guided surgery; mRS, modified Rankin Scale.
The policies had different performance in terms of incremental
effectiveness and cost, but also in terms of how vulnerable they
were to uncertainty. Figure 2 shows the results of 4 randomly
selected policies, each evaluated over the same 1000 scenarios.
The orange policy was much less sensitive to uncertainty
compared with the yellow and pink policies; nevertheless, all
ence of the input parameters (displayed on the y axis) on the
; yellow colors indicate high influence. The mRS 0 to 6 parameters
d the MIS population parameter determines which part of the
nts) receive MIS.

s; iNMB, incremental net monetary benefit; MIS, minimally invasive endoscopy-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012


Figure 4. EM: robustness plot. Each line represents 1 policy. The light gray lines are policies that are not robust; that is, the percentage
of scenarios that results in a positive iNMB is lower than 95% in these policies. The orange and dark blue policies are robust. In the dark
blue policies, all patients receive MIS, whereas in the orange policies only patients in mRS states 4 to 6 receive MIS.

EM indicates exploratory modeling; IC, incremental cost; IE, incremental effectiveness; iNMB, incremental net monetary benefit; MIS, minimally invasive endoscopy-
guided surgery; mRS, modified Rankin Scale.
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were not robust (ie, did not always result in a positive iNMB). In
contrast, the dark blue policy seemed to be robust.

Vulnerability analysis
Subsequently, the relations between input and output param-

eters were explored via feature scoring using the Extra Trees al-
gorithm (Fig. 3 and Technical Appendix in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012 further infor-
mation).31 The percentage of patients in mRS5 (severe disability)
and the population who received MIS had the most influence on
incremental costs, whereas the percentage of patients who
benefited from MIS, the chance of complications, and the
Table 2. Policy levers and outcomes of the 5 robust strategies with

Policy

Patients
who
receive
MIS

% of
population
in mRS0

% of
population
in mRS1

% of
population
in mRS2

% of
population
in mRS3

% of
popu
in m

mRS0-6 0.01 0.28 0.02 0.11

mRS4-6 0.02 0.14 0.05 0.27

mRS4-6 0.27 0.13 0.02 0.14

mRS4-6 0.15 0.01 0.11 0.15

mRS4-6 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.07

CI indicates confidence interval; IC, incremental cost; IE, incremental effectiveness; iNM
surgery; mRS, modified Rankin Scale.
population who received MIS had the most influence on incre-
mental effectiveness and the iNMB.

Next, we analyzed which parameters drove the system into
desired outcomes, that is, a positive iNMB, in more detail. For this
analysis, we used the patient rule induction method (PRIM) to
identify in what parameter ranges a positive iNMB was most
likely. PRIM is a nonparametric method for subgroup discovery
that looks at specific regions of the input space where the
outcome of interest is larger or smaller than average (see Tech-
nical Appendix and Appendix Fig. 3 in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012 for further
information).32
the highest average incremental net monetary benefit.

Outcomes

lation
RS4

% of
population
in mRS5

% of
population
in mRS6

IC, mean
(95% CI)

IE,
mean
(95%
CI)

iNMB,
mean
(95% CI)

0.05 0.45 0.08 2V131045
(2V204 749
to 2V10691)

1.68
(20.21
to 6.73)

V265 533
(V40613-
V725 512)

0.02 0.36 0.14 2V118916
(2V177 344
to 2V13459)

1.57
(0.28-
5.11)

V244 910
(V44005-
V570 818)

0.05 0.35 0.04 2V120779
(2V173 539
to 2V21749)

1.38
(0.25-
4.42)

V231 115
(V46111-
V516 606)

0.13 0.37 0.08 2V109698
(2V177 221
to 2V14986)

1.52
(0.11-
5.56)

V230 968
(V44641-
V616 637)

0.22 0.37 0.08 2V99256
(2V184 239
to 2V12613)

1.55
(20.19
to 6.26)

V223 503
(V36981-
V679 684)

B, incremental net monetary benefit; MIS, minimally invasive endoscopy-guided

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.08.012
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PRIM analyses showed that if the effectiveness of MIS is higher
than 5% (ie, 5% of patients benefit from MIS), 51% of simulations
resulted in cost-effective outcomes. When the chance of compli-
cations is lower than 66% and the percentage of patients who
benefit from MIS is higher than 10%, 71% of simulations resulted in
cost-effective outcomes. Further increasing the percentage of cost-
effective simulations to 98% might be possible when the chance of
complications is lower than 28%, costs of MIS are lower than
V47600, percentage of patients who benefit from MIS is higher
than 40%, and the number of mRS states these patients improve
when MIS is effective is higher than 1.

Robustness search
EM seeks for robust policies that perform well, compared with

the alternatives, over a wide range of scenarios. A policy was
considered robust if. 95% of scenarios resulted in a positive iNMB
(Fig. 4). In the robust policies with on average the highest iNMB,
relatively most patients were in mRS5 (Table 2). This makes sense,
because patients with an mRS score of 5 have a negative quality of
life and had high healthcare spending over lifetime, which means
that both benefiting from MIS and experiencing a complication
resulted in better outcomes. In the policy with the highest average
iNMB, all patients receive MIS, whereas in the other 4 robust
policies only patients with a high mRS score receive MIS.
Robustness was reflected in the outcomes, as the 95% CIs of the
iNMB of the robust policies did not include negative values.
Discussion

In this study, we explored the deep uncertainty paradigm and
determined whether and how EM methods could enhance early
HTA. Accordingly, we have performed both traditional EHEM and
EM using an empirical example of MIS for patients with ICH. Using
EHEM, we showed that cost-effectiveness of MIS is mainly
determined by its effectiveness: MIS becomes cost-effective when
at least 0.7% to 1.3% of patients improve from a poor to a good
functional outcome compared with standard medical manage-
ment. In lower mRS states, MIS needs to be more effective to
become cost-effective compared with higher mRS states. Using
EM, we found that MIS effectiveness, the chance of complications,
and the patient mix have a large influence on (cost-) effectiveness
whereas the patient mix has a large influence on the surrounding
uncertainty. Policies with a population in which most patients had
severe ICH are most robust, meaning that they perform well
compared with the alternatives over a wide range of scenarios.

Strengths and Limitations

The major strength of this article is that it is a first step to
bridge different paradigms and translate the way of thinking and
methodology from DMDU to early HTA. The HTA community
needs approaches that can deal with the unknown and uncertain
factors often present in the earliest stages of innovation. There-
fore, it is important that other fields of research are explored for
new, “out of the box” methods to deal with uncertainty.9 This
article shows that EM might be promising in this context.

Our study also has some limitations. This is the first attempt to
translate the DMDU mindset and EM methods to early HTA.
Therefore, this article is far from exhaustive and only touches
upon some of the key concepts of DMDU. Second, the DMDU
mindset and methods were applied to a typical early HTA case
study, which is quite different from a typical DMDU case study, for
example, climate change or water management. The scale of the
problem in the case study was a lot smaller than a typical DMDU
problem. In contrast, the definition of deep uncertainty did apply
to our HTA case study. Third, the EHEM and EM model structures
were not entirely comparable, given that we added a decision tree
to the EM model and incorporated complications. Ideally, we
would have used same model structure, but two-way sensitivity
analyses limited the number of parameters we could incorporate.
Nevertheless, EM approaches easily compared a multitude of pa-
rameters, allowing us to broaden the scope of our model. Finally,
to conduct EM, we used the EMA workbench in Python, which
makes the exploratory analyses more accessible to newcomers
and provides support for models developed in various modeling
packages and environments (eg, Excel and Vensim).30 Neverthe-
less, in the EMA workbench, it is not yet possible to include dis-
tributions other than the uniform distribution (eg, beta or
gamma), although the developers are currently working on mak-
ing this functionality available. In addition, given that many health
economic modeling studies are conducted in R, other toolboxes
such as the open Multiobjective Robust Decision Making toolkit
for R might also be applicable.33

Implications

We found 2 clear advantages of EM compared with EHEM for
our MIS case study. First, EM methods better embrace uncertainty.
In our traditional model, we had to make assumptions for MIS
effectiveness, MIS costs, and the populationwho received MIS, and
could only calculate thresholds for 1 of these parameters while
keeping the other parameters fixed. EM sought for robust results
while taking all these uncertainties into account. Second, EM
separated the model inputs into uncertainties (eg, MIS effective-
ness) and policy levers (eg, population). Although EHEM showed
that MIS effectiveness had substantial influence on MIS cost-
effectiveness, this result is only of limited value when planning
a future clinical trial. This is because information whether MIS is
sufficiently effective to become cost-effective only becomes
available after the trial is conducted. Instead, EM methods use
parameters that can be controlled before or during the study, such
as the population who receives MIS, to increase the chances of
reaching a certain effectiveness bar.

Although these EM features sound promising, we felt that the
analyses were complex to perform and that our results were not
directly useful for research and clinical practice. We had diffi-
culties interpreting and communicating the EM findings to
stakeholders. For example, the finding that policies where patients
ended up in certain mRS states were most robust was difficult to
translate to clinical trial design, given that mRS scores can only be
poorly predicted when ICH patients arrive at the hospital. Results
of our traditional EHEM study, although not directly useful for
clinical trial design, were more in line with their thought pro-
cesses as they gave clear cutoff points for MIS effectiveness. EM
results might be better interpretable when a broader set of policy
levers can be identified, for example, more innovative treatment
options instead of only MIS.

We found that EM methods show some important advantages
over traditional EHEM methods: the use of policy levers to eval-
uate many policies, the systematic avoidance of assumptions, the
search for robust policies that perform well over a myriad of
scenarios, and the incorporation of uncertainty in all analyses.
Nevertheless, its methods were also complex, require a different
way of thinking, and cannot be properly executed without
involving experts from the DMDU field. It is questionable whether
this can be aligned with recent developments early HTA, where a
simple approach to modeling is advocated for the earliest stages of
innovation.2 Finally, to really benefit from these methods and to
make the results more interpretable, EM needs to be linked to the
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decision making process. To achieve such a link, a broader DMDU
approach, including also adaptive strategies and joint sense
making, is required.13,34 These ideas alignwith the idea that HTA is
an iterative process throughout the innovation lifecycle and not a
1-time exercise to determine cost-effectiveness. Furthermore,
there must be a policy window and key stakeholders should be
willing to consider multiple solutions to a problem, adopt adaptive
strategies, and involve a broad range of stakeholders throughout
this process. The current case might have been more straightfor-
ward than other, more complex, problems. These problems, such
as the COVID-19 crisis or sustainability of healthcare, might be
more suitable given that they have (inter)national, potentially
impactful, consequences for the total population. Recently, the
first DMDU projects for COVID-19 have emerged, exploring
different management strategies.27,28,35

HTA is a technology-driven approach, which often focuses on a
single technology of which the development can often no longer
be stopped, whereas DMDU is a problem-driven approach. Some
DMDU features, such as the generation of policies and adaptive
strategies, cannot reach their full potential within the current
scope of HTA. By broadening the scope of EHEM, for example, by
looking at the size of the problem the innovation aims to address
and other solutions to it, HTA might become better in directing
technological developments.
Conclusion

We explored the differences, merits, and drawbacks of EM
versus EHEM. Both approaches seem valuable to the early inno-
vation process in their ownway. EM seems most suited in the very
early phases of innovation where it can explore existing uncer-
tainty and many potential strategies. When potential strategies are
selected, EHEM seems useful to monitor and optimize these
strategies, yet EM methods are complex and might only add value
when a policy window exists that facilitates flexible research and
adoption strategies.
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